LXU IS AN ORGANIZATION WHERE YOU COULD IMMERSER YOURSELF WITH VARIOUS LATINX CULTURES, EXPERIENCES, MAKE FRIENDS, LEARN NEW THINGS, AND MORE!

Follow or Contact Us:

Instagram: @usu_lxu
Facebook: USU LatinX Student Union
Snapchat: lxu_usu
Email: lxu@usu.edu
**LXU’S PURPOSE**

The LatinX Student Union’s purpose is to bring together students and create a community to share cultures, activities, and memories with similar interests and/or backgrounds.

"Ponte las pilas"

**WHAT WE DO**

**FIESTA AMERICAS**

LXU holds one large event per year called "Fiesta Americas" in which this celebration is celebrating independence of various Latin American countries. This event is jam packed with music, dancing, great food, games, and a full out great environment to immerse yourself in.

**BI-WEEKLY MEETINGS**

LXU hold bi-weekly meetings where it varies from arts & crafts, educational, social justice, social activities, food related, and many more.

**COLLABORATIONS**

Some organizations that LXU collaborates with is the Latinos in Action Chapter on USU Campus, multicultural and diverse organizations under the Inclusion Center (ASA, BSU, NASC, PSU, Perspectives, QSA) along with international organizations under the Office of Global Engagement. LXU also participates in service activities inside and outside of USU Campus.

**OTHER**

LXU to fund raise for their organization holds Taco Sells on campus.

(Graphic Below shows LXU club members having fun playing loteria)

**GET TO EXPERIENCE OPPORTUNITIES OF A LIFETIME**